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Abstract 
In today's competitive world, location-allocation (LA) decisions are one of the most important aspects 
of supply chain (SC) optimization. This LA decisions are including selection of known sites for 
construction of facilities and allocation of the distribution network between the levels of SC. In this 
paper, a nonlinear programming model to location facilities and allocate the supply chain distribution 
network in order to minimize both the cost and time of three-echelon are presented. The proposed 
model due to computational complexity in high dimensions cannot be solved with conventional and 
accurate methods, Therefore to achieve a solution of a method metaheuristic called genetic algorithm 
is used. Finally, to examine and the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm, computational results 
obtained are compared with output of lingo 12 software. 

Keywords: Location-allocation; Supply chain; nonlinear programming; Genetic Algorithms 

1- Introduction 
In recent decades, many of which reduce costs due to location models have been considered by 
researchers [1]. Location theory by Fontan in 1826 was raised for the first time in agricultural 
activities [2]. But as formulated first by Alfred Weber [3] in 1909. His Location for a stock with the 
aim of minimizing the total distance traveled between warehouses and customers offered. Facility 
Location problems on site from among a set of known and constant. This problems for the 
construction of facilities such as hospitals, fire stations and emergency services are very useful. 

In 1963, Cooper [4] developed the location problems. He said the first problems the facility Location-
allocation. LA problem of effective decision making problem associated with the facility design. This 
problem, the optimal number and location of facilities according to distribution network and the 
objective function (maximum/ minimum) to be determined. 
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 In 1982, Murtagh and Niwattisyawong [5] proposed the capacitated facility location-allocation (FLA) 
problem, Unlike most previous done is that research is not without the capacity of the facility. Their 
model is considered to be one of the most important FLA researches focuses on capacity of facility.  

In 1994, Liu and et al. [6] minimizing the total weighted distance from supply centers to customers 
with regard to the rectilinear distances, which is considered as one of the most important researches in 
this LA problems. In 2003, Liu and Zhou [7] proposed the stochastic model for LA problems with the 
capacity. In 2009, Bischoff and Dächert [8] compared to traditional search methods for LA problems 
with the new search methods and studied the effectiveness of these methods to each else. 

In recent years, combined FLA problems with supply chain approach have been considered by 
researchers. Because of increasing customer expectations and industry competition, previous 
production management methods that focus on internal processes of the organization have lost their 
effectiveness and integrated supply chain approach is of interest to industrial managers. Supply chain 
is the communication between companies that create products and services directly and indirectly 
relate to each other [9] and these companies intend to work together to achieve their strategic 
objectives more efficient. In 2008, Ho and et al. [10] optimize the FLA problem in a customer-driven 
supply chain. This study of the analytic hierarchy process (AHP) and goal programming (GP) in order 
to maximize profits is used, considers both quantitative and qualitative factors. In 2011, Wang and et 
al. [11] presented LA decisions in the two-echelon supply chain with both profit and cost objectives. 
Their location decisions, which are related to with each other within the supply chain consists of three 
strategic decisions below stated. 

* Locate facilities 

* Distribution assignment  

* Distribution quantity 

Based on literature review studies, in regard to the attention of researchers has multiple objectives in 
most models. Also, those studies that was used of the multiple objective function is usually set up cost, 
shipping and profit in a two-echelon supply chain were in the real world is usually more than two 
echelon the supply chain is available. In this paper, an integer programming model for two-objective 
LA problem of minimizing the cost to set up factories, transportation, manufacturing, overtime and 
minimize production time in the supply chain is proposed. This model is presented in three echelons 
for supply chain suppliers, manufacturers, distributors. In this paper, the proposed model is solved 
using a metaheuristic method is called genetic algorithm. The proposed solution algorithm can near 
optimal solution for large-size as compared to a optimization tool called lingo. 

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2, Modeling LA decisions will be described in order to 
minimize total costs and time. Section 3 is expressed by the genetic algorithm approach to solve the 
proposed model. Section 4 shows computational results and performance of the proposed algorithm. 
Finally, Section 5 concludes the study.  

 

2- The proposed model 

In this section, a mathematical model of two objectives LA to minimize total costs and time in three-
echelon supply chain are presented. In this paper, LA problem is an integer nonlinear programming 
model. The model is the minimum set up cost, transportation, production, manufacturing, overtime, 
and also the production of goods in the supply chain. This supply chain consists of three levels of 
supplier, factory and distributor are linked together. This proposed model solves the following 
important decisions: 
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How many sites should be selected for setting up the factory? 

Which distribution centers should be connections with each factory? 

Which factories should be connections with each supplier? 

The notations of the location-allocation model in the supply chain are defined as following: 

퐷 : Demand of distribution j  

푄 : Quantity of product produced in the factory i 

푓 : Fixed cost of setting up a factory at site i 

푆 : Capacity of factory located at site i 

퐺 : Quantity of product in excess of production capacity in the factory i 

푈 : Quantity of raw material produced in supplier i 

푉 : Production cost per unit product in factory i 

푎 : Production cost per unit product in excess of factory i capacity 

푅 : Production cost per unit raw material in supplier k 

퐶 : Transportation cost per unit distributed from factory i to distribution j 

퐵 : Transportation cost per unit delivered from supplier k to factory i 

푇 : Production time per unit of product produced in factory i 

퐿 : Production time per unit of raw material produced in supplier k 

The decision variable is denoted as follows: 

푥 : Configuration relationship between supplier and factory, 푥 휖{0,1} where 푥 = 1 if supplier k 
delivers raw materials to fulfill the demand to factory i, 푥 = 0 otherwise. 

푦 : Decision to set up a factory, 푦 휖{0,1} where 푦 = 1 if a factory is set up at site i, 푦 = 0 otherwise. 

푧 : Configuration relationship between factory and distribution, 푧 휖{0,1} where 푧 = 1 if factory i 
distributes products to fulfill the demand to distribution j, 푧 = 0 otherwise. 

In this model, the following assumptions are used: (1) there are a single period; (2) there is a single 
product and raw material; (3) there is three-echelon supply chain, supplier, factory and distribution; (4) 
supplier’s capacity is unlimited; (5) factory’s capacity is limited but can be compensated with 
overtime (6) a factory can serve several distribution while each distribution can be served only by a 
factory; (7) a supplier can serve several factory while each factory can be served only by a supplier; 
(8) there is need to satisfy all demands of a distribution and a factory; (9) Products are produced in a 
factory as a linear, also raw materials are produced in a supplier as a linear. Fig. 1 shows an illustration 
of three-echelon supply chain. 
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Fig.  1. An illustration of three-echelon supply chain 
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The objective function (1) minimizes total cost of SC. Note that it is the sum of the factory setup, the 
production cost, the transportation cost and overtime cost. The objective function (2) is minimum total 
production time in factories and suppliers. Constraint (3) specifies that a factory can be served by only 
one supplier. Constraint (4) specifies that a distribution can be served by only one factory. Constraint 

Supplier 

Factory 

Distribution 
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(5) states that if a factory was set up, supplier do not deliver raw material from the site. Constraint (6) 
states that if a factory was set up, distributors do not send product to the site. Constraint (7) specifies 
the amount of produced per factory. Also, constraint (8) specifies the amount of produced per supplier. 
Constraint (9) will determine the amount of product that should be in excess of factory capacity to 
produce. Constraints (10) specifies that at least one factory should be set up to meet demand 
distributors. Finally, Constraints (11), (12) and (13) are specified type of decision variables. 

 
3- Solution method 
 
In this paper, a LA programming model is proposed in the supply chain of three echelon. The LA 
problems in large sizes are considered as the complicated and difficult ones, exact solution methods 
for solving them are usually time-consuming [4, 12]. Hence, in this article come from a metaheuristic 
method called genetic algorithm is used. Genetic algorithm is a stochastic optimization method for 
solving difficult optimization problems is very useful [13, 14]. In 1975, genetic algorithm were first 
expressed by Holland [15]. In 2003, Zhou and Liu [16] using genetic algorithms to solve the problem 
of capacity locations. In 2012, Zarrinpoor and et al. [1] to solve the maximal covering location-
allocation problem with genetic algorithm in the competitive and user-choice environment. 

 
3.1. Procedure of genetic algorithm 
 
In This paper, the proposed genetic algorithm for nonlinear programming is presented according to the 
objectives and constraints. The proposed GA consist of making three decisions: how many and which 
factories should be set up, which factories should be served by which supplier and which distributions 
should be served by which factory. 

First, the algorithm randomly generates the initial generation of chromosomes. This proposed 
chromosome consists of three parts. P1, parent population is produced in each generation. P2 and P3, 
respectively, the population of children that come from crossing and mutation. Then, the algorithm 
calculates the fitness function and operators runs for each population. As far as the stop condition is 
achieved. If stopping conditions are not achieved, the algorithm deals with the mechanism chosen to 
produce a new generation. The flowchart of the proposed algorithms is presented in Fig. 2. 

 
3.2. Chromosome structure  
 
The first step in this proposed algorithm, Set of parameters is encoded as a gene [2]. Then connected 
them together to create a series of chromosomes. Each chromosome is made by three set of genes, the 
binary code of 푥 , 푦  and 푧  that each of three genes in the initial generation randomly arise. These 
genes must to satisfy constraints 3 until 6. Fig. 3 shows an illustration of a chromosome with K = 1, n 
= 2 and m = 1. 
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Fig.  2. The flowchart of the proposed algorithms 
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Fig.  3. illustration of a chromosome 

3.3. Initial generation 

At this stage, the number of chromosomes (nPOP) are randomly generated and stored in P1. 

3.4. Fitness function 

Mathematical model presented in this paper has two objective functions that must be minimized. 
Therefore, the LP-metric method has been used in this model. In this method, each objective function 
to be optimized separately and then the distance between objective and model is minimizing [17]. 
Fitness function is based on LP-metric method as follows: 
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where E is a value that is given to decision maker on priorities. 

 

(14) 
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3.5. Crossover operator 

One-point crossover operation is used to the proposed GA for every three parts of chromosome. First, 
one random number between 1 and n-1 (n is number of site i) is selected and employed as crossover 
cutting point for every three parts of chromosome, Because all three parts of the chromosome is the 
number of factory sites (n). Then, two chromosome are selected from P1 and their corresponding parts 
of chromosome are exchanged. The chromosomes after crossover are repaired to commit the 
constraints 3 until 6. The number of chromosomes resulting from crossover in P2 are stored. The 
procedure of crossover could be illustrated in Fig. 4.  

1 0 1 1 1 1  1 0 1 0 1 0 P1 

              
1 0 1 0 1 0  1 0 1 1 1 1 P2 

Fig.  4. The procedure of crossover 

3.6. Mutation operator 

Random mutation operation is used to the proposed GA. First, one random number between 1 and n (n 
is number of site i) is selected and employed as mutant gene for second part (푦 )  of chromosome. 
Then, one chromosome is selected from P1 and its corresponding part (푦 ) of chromosome is 
exchanged. Two other parts of chromosome after change are repaired to commit the constraints 3 until 
6. The number of chromosomes resulting from mutation in P3 are stored. The procedure of mutation 
could be illustrated in Fig. 5. 

P1 1 1 1 1 0 1 

       
P3 1 1 0 1 0 1 

Fig.  5. The procedure of mutation 

3.7. Selection mechanism 

Selection mechanism is based on selection the best chromosomes in each generation. Chromosomes 
within the P1, P2 and P3 are merged and the fitness function are arranged from lowest to highest. 
Then, the population of chromosomes with the lowest fitness function for the next initial generation 
are selected. The scheme of selection mechanism is shown in Fig. 6. 

 

Fig.  6. The scheme of selection mechanism 

3.8. Stop condition 

In this algorithm, is achieved stopped if the number of generations is 100 or better is not done. 
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3.9. Parameter setting 

Genetic algorithm parameters (nPOP: number of population, Pcr: crossover rate and Pmu: mutation 
rate) are specified by RSM method. For setting the parameters of the RSM method has been used in 
Minitab14 program that size of problem under investigation is of 6 suppliers, 6 factories and  
distributions. Solutions optimized parameters of the algorithm is shown in Table 1. All the rest of 
parameters are shown in Appendix. 

      Table 1. The optimized parameter  
Pmu  Pcr

 
nPOP

  
Optimal  

0.8  0.01  100  High  

0.92  0.1  200  Current  

1  0.1  300  Low  

 

4. Computational results 

In this paper, computational results of the genetic algorithm is compared with the output Lingo 12 
software. The proposed genetic algorithm has been implemented in Matlab software for the LA 
problem in three-echelon supply chain. These comparisons in Table 2 is shown. 

As shown in Table 2, when the problem scale grows to 2 suppliers, 2 factories and 2 distributions,  
Lingo software is not able to find the optimum solution. But the genetic algorithm proposed in 
appropriate time obtains an acceptable answer. 

Table 2. The computational results  

GA  Lingo 12 
Problem 

size 

CPU 

time (s) 

Fitness 

Function 

CPU 

time (s) 

Fitness 

function  
M  n  K

1.1561 0.1613 1 0.1613 2 2 2 

1.5862 0.2306 1 0.2306 3 3 3 

1.8952 0.2621 - - 6 6 6 

2.3542 0.3123 - - 7 7 7 

4.2354 0.4123 - - 8 8 8 

5.2145 0.5602 - - 9 9 9 

  

5. Conclusions 

In this paper, a LA model for minimizing the cost and time was used in the three-echelon supply 
chain. The proposed model includes three levels of suppliers, factories and distributors in the supply 
chain. In this paper has been effort that locate a number of factories among a finite set of sites, and the 
effort to allocate task assignment between suppliers, factories and distributions. First, the model used 
to solve the lingo 12, but considering high complexity and nonlinear problems, this software is only 
able to resolving small-size model. Then in large size, was used to achieve a solution of a method 
metaheuristic called genetic algorithm. And compare the results of genetic algorithm with output lingo 
12 software showed that the proposed genetic algorithm is capable of good performance. 
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This research can be extended as follows: First, periodical demand could and Several product could be 
considered in the model. Second, other objectives, such as profit and inventory could be considered in 
the model. Finally, Costs such as purchase, orders and maintenance could be considered. 

Appendix. Parameters setting 
Parameters Value 

the fixed cost of setting up a factory at 
site i (in thousands)  f ~ (100000,200000)i U  

capacity of factory located at site i (in 
piece) ~ (500,700)iS U  

demand of distribution j (in piece) ~ (600,800)jD U  

Production cost per unit product 
produced factory i (in 
thousands/piece) 

~ (150,200)iV U
 

Production cost per unit raw material 
in supplier k (in thousands/piece) ~ (50,80)kR U  

Production cost per unit product in 
excess of factory i capacity (in 
thousands/piece) 

~ (50,80)ia U  

production time per unit of product 
produced in factory I (in hours /piece) (0.75,1.25)iT U  

production time per unit of raw 
material produced in supplier k (in 
hours/piece) 

(0.5,0.75)kL U
 

transportation cost per unit distributed 
from factory i to distribution j (in 
thousands/piece) 

~ (10,20)ijC U
 

transportation cost per unit delivered 
from supplier k to factory i (in 
thousands/piece) 

~ (5,10)kiB U
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